**EXHIBITION AREAS**

1. **Early Aviation**
   - Highlight: A.E.A. Silver Dart — The first powered airplane to fly in Canada

2. **First World War**
   - Highlight: Curtiss JN-4 Canuck — The first airplanes to be produced in large numbers in Canada

3. **Bush Flying**
   - Highlights: Curtiss HS-2L — Canada's first bushplane
   - De Havilland Canada Beaver — A rugged workhorse for the Canadian landscape

4. **Space**
   - Highlight: Canadarm — Canada's iconic contribution to the Space shuttle program

5. **Life in Orbit: The International Space Station**

6. **Engines**

7. **Recreational Flying**

8. **Airlines**
   - Highlight: Douglas DC-3 — One of the most successful airliners of all time

9. **Second World War**
   - Highlight: Avro Lancaster — One of the best known aircraft of the Second World War

10. **British Commonwealth Air Training Plan**

11. **Jet Age**
    - Highlights: Avro Arrow (nose) — One of the most renowned Canadian aircraft of the 20th century
    - McDonnell Douglas CF-18B — One of the best jet fighters of the late 20th century
    - Avro Canada CF-100 — A successful Canadian design

12. **Vertical Flight**

13. **Helicopters**
    - Highlight: Boeing Vertol CH-113 Labrador — Canada’s long-serving search and rescue helicopter

14. **Temporary Exhibitions Area**

15. **The Canadian Human Space Flight Program** (upstairs)

16. **Robert W. Bradford Gallery of Aviation Art** (upstairs)

17. **Space Discovery Centre** (upstairs)

**Thematic Displays**

- 1919–1939: Bush Flying
- 1939–1945: Second World War
- 1946–Present: Commercial Aviation

---

**WELCOME TO THE CANADA AVIATION AND SPACE MUSEUM**

**ENTRANCE**

---

**GROUND FLOOR**

- Cessna 150 Demonstration Area
- Cessna 150 Interpretation Area
- Bush Theatre
- Children’s Ride-on Airplanes
- Redbird Flight Simulator
- Paid Flight Experience (seasonal)
- Flight Simulators
- Cockpit Demonstrations
- Runway Observation Area (outside, seasonal)

**SECOND FLOOR**

- Mezzanine
- Multi-Purpose Room
- Cazurons
- Maurice Belanger Theatre
- Multi-Purpose Area
- Birthday Parties
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THE AIRCRAFT ON DISPLAY ARE FRAGILE.
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO KEEP THEM SAFE.

Do not touch the aircraft.
Do not cross the black barriers.
Food and drinks are not permitted.

All public areas are under video surveillance.

ingeniumcanada.org/aviation